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Japan disaster alert app

Useful Applications for Visitors and Expats Japan Emergency Numbers Japan J-ALERT Applications System See our list of useful applications below. Japan has the J-ALERT emergency broadcast system, and you can receive these on mobile devices with SIM cards from major carriers. Alternatively, some apps like the NHK World TV app may receive alerts in a timely manner. eSolia recommends that
visitors and residents install their mobile device to receive alerts and install these apps from your app store, confirming settings to receive earthquake alerts, tsunamis and/or breaking news. iOS Emergency Alert Link App Notes For SIM card phones from Japan's leading carriers (SoftBank, KDDI Au, NTT DoCoMo), go to iOS Settings, Notifications, and then scroll down and tap Emergency Alerts on ON, to
receive alerts directly on your mobile device. Android 8.1 + Mobile Emergency Alerts running Android 8.1 (or later), you can receive emergency alerts directly. Here's how to enable for SoftBank, KDDI Au, and NTT DoCoMo (in Japanese). NHK World TV NHK's News and smartphone alert app. Enable alert notifications in settings. Digi-Police Anti-Crime App Digi Police is an application created by the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police Agency, to help fight crime. It has an SOS message mode, which allows a person who is annoying (on the train) to remain silent while issuing the situation. In Japanese. JAPAN Hospital Guide Multilingual app for iOS smartphones with GPS guide maps, to help Japanese visitors find hospitals and clinics. Yurekuru Call Quake alerts smartphone app with in-app purchases. Safety tips A
multilingual disaster safety board and an early warning application for earthquake, tsunami, volcano, weather warnings (etc). PocketShelter A multilingual smartphone app, with evacuation area map (offline ok), that helps confirm the safety of contacts. Release date: Wednesday, January 31, 2018 How even Japan's reliable mobile phone networks inevitably get clogged up during natural disasters, the
Internet is your best bet for getting information and spreading information about yourself. If you're not new to Japan yet or you're not fluent in language, or if your set of phones has been purchased outside Japan, or you won't get early earthquake warning signs from the Japan Meteorological Agency, or you won't understand the emergency alert that's buzzing on your phone, except to see that there's some
natural disaster along the way. And as the last thing you want to do in the middle of an earthquake is start leaving the room while watching your smartphone in the hope of and download an earthquake app, it's best to get familiar with the English options out there and choose one for your smartphone today. While some may want to choose a Japanese app for earthquakes, others may not-- here are 6
possible options to keep you smart and safe. The idea of having Applications in English came after the 2011 Greater Japan earthquake and tsunami, which caused much confusion and for foreigners who had difficulty acquiring up-to-date and accurate information about the ongoing disaster. Among other things, these Japanese earthquake apps will warn you of the magnitude and location of an
approaching earthquake, while providing you with fast communication cards that you can show locals when you ask about what's going on. JTA Warning App This Japanese English-language earthquake app, created by the Japan Tourism Agency aimed at visitors to Japan, alerts you when there is a seismic intensity earthquake of 4 or more on the Japanese seismic intensity scale, as well as whether a
tsunami is on its way. It also shows basic evacuation tips such as evacuating from coastal or river areas immediately for those unfamiliar with the region's evacuation routines, and a list of earthquakes that occurred recently by reference. There are also useful Japanese phrases to use when asking locals for help or information, such as Is This an Earthquake?, and Is It Safe Here?. These phrases are
available in English, Chinese and Korean. Download for iPhone and Android Yurekuru Call Literally meaning the coming earthquake, this popular Japanese earthquake app uses information from the Japanese Meteorological Agency's earthquake early warning system to report an earthquake coming, as well as its magnitude and epicenter. This app is more reliable than the ordered warning on all Japanese
mobile phones, as you can set your own threshold for alerts. The threshold for ordered alerts is usually much higher. You can also set up the option according to your Location in Tokyo and choose to be informed about an early earthquake warning drill so you can participate. While the app's warning comes just seconds before the actual earthquake, it gives you a head start if you need to dive to cover
yourself or leave a potentially dangerous place. It also provides maps with information such as the location and depth of the earthquake epicenter. For Android For iPhone LINE Messenger Even though it is technically not an earthquake app, this was released after the March 2011 Greater Japan earthquake as a way for people to stay in touch with their friends and family, as phone lines and systems were
still down in many parts of Japan that were affected by the earthquake and tsunami. WIth free internet calls, is a handy way to stay in touch both during an emergency and when phone lines are jammed. It is also a cultural phenomenon Popular, with cute stamps and backgrounds that you can get for free (or buy, if you feel like customizing your experience). Download for iPhone and Android the need for
solid japanese earthquake app options seems obvious in one like Japan, but Japan isn't the only country that has frequent earthquakes - in the U.S., for example, places like California are definitely experiencing their fair share! Wherever you are, the earthquake application options below are worth checking. MyShake At under a megabyte, this light earthquake app is the most popular earthquake
measurement app on the Android Play store. You can calibrate this application alert based on the intensity of the earthquake, the weather or the distance from you. It consists of three lashes, one with recent earthquakes and tremors, one with a map showing all the points of earthquake activity, with strong earthquakes in red and softer in green, and another tab that gives you details about the earthquake at
hand, including its parameters, location, depth and region. A handy feature even allows you to easily share the information with others about a few messaging apps. By Android Quakes – Earthquake Notifications This earthquake app has a different design (and some might say, more intuitive) than Yurekuru, although there are some similarities. Earthquake locations are marked on a map, giving you an idea
of your distance from the epicenter : earthquake maps are beautifully represented, which may be one of the things that helps highlight this app. Finally, the timeline at the top of the screen gives you an idea of how a certain earthquake is playing out as well as its intensity. For the iPhone only If you choose a Japanese earthquake app or go with another option, these apps barely take space on your phone
and use minimal battery life – new and improved versions may be on the way and of course new ones are developing. With all these advantages, there is no reason not to increase your preparation for the earthquake disaster until the minute. So download an earthquake app or two and get used to its functions, as you never know when you'll need it. For other ways to stay safe before, during and after an
earthquake, see the links below. Here is a list of 8 apps that can help you prepare for and respond to natural disasters and other emergencies in Japan (and maybe even save your life...). Yurukeru Call, symbolized by a beautiful namazu catfish (the old Japanese earthquake), is one of Japan's most popular disaster-related applications. This app provides users with early earthquake warnings through push
notifications and allows them to view real-time information on a custom map. Yurukeru Call has more than 5 in Japan, and the app is offered in English. Users can also share, in real time, the amount of shaking they felt after an earthquake at their specific location. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, JapaneseCost: FreeThis app, created by japan Tourism Agency, is aimed at tourists in Japan.
Provides alerts for earthquakes seismic intensity of 4 or more, as well as tsunami warnings. It offers evacuation flowchart showing how to react immediately after a disaster, as well as communication cards with practical phrases and website links containing useful disaster-related information. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, ChineseCost Traditional: FreeThis
app allows users to locate their nearest automated external defibrillator (AED). A DEA is an easy-to-use portable electronic device that offers an electric shock through the chest to the heart. The devices can be used to help those experiencing sudden cardiac arrest, first analyzing the victim's heart rate and, if necessary, delivering an electric shock (defibrillation) to help the heart reset an effective rhythm. In
Japan, these devices can be found in various locations, including convenient stores and public facilities. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, JapaneseCost: FreeThis is an app that combines tourism and disaster prevention. It provides information on more than 100,000 restaurants, tourist sites, bathrooms, etc. and also shows the nearest evacuation points. It can be used offline (after downloading
map data), and starts in disaster prevention mode during an emergency, displaying critical information in multiple languages. Pocket Shelter also helps you move to a safe place immediately after a disaster (even if you are offline), and is able to send confirmation of your safety to your loved ones in the event of a major disaster. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese
Simplified, Chinese Traditional Coast: FreeMyMizu is Japan's first free water charging app. It connects users to thousands of free water charging points nationwide, including water fountains at train stations and parks, as well as partner companies where users can refill for free (including Patagonia, LuluLemon, and Hilton Hotel). Staying hydrated, especially during the summer months, is critical to having a
safe and enjoyable time in Japan. The app not only helps you hydrated, but also helps reduce the consumption of single-use plastic bottles and save money! Website: www.mymizu.coPlatform: iOSLanguage: English, JapaneseCost: FreeJapan Shelter Guide is an app that allows users to locate their nearest shelter, medical facilities and even water supply (shows more than 100,000 locations across
Japan). It also provides up-to-date and accurate information on extreme weather events, earthquakes and tsunami warnings from the Japan Meteorological Association, as well as useful information during emergencies. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, Traditional Chinese: FreeJapan's best mobile messaging service, famous for its collection of wonderful
weird and wonderful things it was invented in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011. Immediately afterwards, those in the disaster zone had no way of calling their loved ones as the phone lines were down. This experience prompted NHN Japan employees to create a way for people to contact the family during the crises, prompting line's invention. With free calls, it's a handy way to stay in
touch during an emergency, when phone lines are jammed. LINE is also often used as a platform to raise funds for disaster-hit areas in Japan and around the world. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Arabic, French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Portuguese, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Thai, Traditional Chinese, Turkish, VietnamCost: FreeA tracking the
immensely popular Tokyo Disaster Preparedness Guide by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, this free smartphone app allows users to learn about disaster preparedness and respond appropriately in case of The app is equipped with disaster prevention maps, contests, simulations and even an emergency alarm that notifies pre-cancerist people of their whereabouts during an emergency. It also
provides up-to-date information on extreme weather, volcanoes, evacuation advisories, etc., as well as useful phrases that can be used during emergencies in multiple languages. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional: FreePage 2 Here is a list of 8 apps that can help you prepare and respond to natural disasters and other emergencies in
Japan (and maybe even save your life...). Yurukeru Call, symbolized by a beautiful namazu catfish (the old Japanese earthquake), is one of Japan's most popular disaster-related applications. This app provides users with early earthquake warnings through push notifications and allows them to view real-time information on a custom map. Yurukeru Call has more than 5 million users in Japan, and the app is
offered in English. Users can also share, in real time, the amount of shaking they felt after an earthquake at their specific location. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, JapaneseCost: FreeThis app, created by japan Tourism Agency, is aimed at tourists in Japan. Provides alerts for earthquakes of seismic intensity of 4 or more, as well as tsunami warnings. If you offer evacuation flowchart showing how
to react immediately after a disaster, as well as communication cards with practical phrases and links containing useful disaster-related information. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, ChineseCost Traditional: FreeThis app allows users to locate their nearest automated external defibrillator (AED). A DEA is a portable electronic device that offers an electric
shock through the chest to the heart. The devices can be used to help those experiencing sudden cardiac arrest, first analyzing the victim's heart rate and, if necessary, delivering an electric shock (defibrillation) to help the heart reset an effective rhythm. In Japan, these devices can be found in various locations, including convenient stores and public facilities. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English,
JapaneseCost: FreeThis is an app that combines tourism and disaster prevention. It provides information on more than 100,000 restaurants, tourist sites, bathrooms, etc. and also shows the nearest evacuation points. It can be used offline (after downloading map data), and starts in disaster prevention mode during an emergency, displaying critical information in multiple languages. Pocket Shelter also
helps you move to a safe place immediately after a disaster (even if you are offline), and is able to send confirmation of your safety to your loved ones in the event of a major disaster. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional Coast: FreeMyMizu is Japan's first free water charging app. It connects users to thousands of free water charging points
nationwide, including water fountains at train stations and parks, as well as partner companies where users can refill for free (including Patagonia, LuluLemon, and Hilton Hotel). Staying hydrated, especially during the summer months, is critical to having a safe and enjoyable time in Japan. The app not only helps you hydrated, but also helps reduce the consumption of single-use plastic bottles and save
money! Website: www.mymizu.coPlatform: iOSLanguage: English, JapaneseCost: FreeJapan Shelter Guide is an app that allows users to locate their nearest shelter, medical facilities and even water supply (shows more than 100,000 locations across Japan). It also provides up-to-date and accurate information on extreme weather events, earthquakes and tsunami warnings from the Japan Meteorological
Association, as well as other useful information during emergencies. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, Traditional Chinese: FreeJapan's main mobile messaging service, famous for its collection of weird and wonderful stickers, was invented in the wake of the 2011 Greater Japan earthquake. Immediately afterwards, those in the disaster zone had no way of
calling their loved ones as the phone lines were down. This experience caused NHN Japan employees to create a way for them to people contact the family during the crisis, which led to the invention of LINE. With free calls, it's a handy way to stay in touch during an emergency, when phone lines are jammed. LINE is also often used as a platform to raise funds for disaster-hit areas in and around Japan
World. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Arabic, French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Portuguese, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Thai, Traditional Chinese, Turkish, VietnamCost: FreeA tracking the immensely popular Tokyo Disaster Preparedness Guide by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, this free smartphone app allows users to learn about disaster
preparedness and respond appropriately in case of The app is equipped with disaster prevention maps, contests, simulations and even an emergency alarm that notifies pre-cancerist people of their whereabouts during an emergency. It also provides up-to-date information on extreme weather, volcanoes, evacuation advisories, etc., as well as useful phrases that can be used during emergencies in multiple
languages. Website: iOS, AndroidLanguage: English, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplified, Chinese TraditionalCost: Free
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